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Abstract: This study highlights the potential utilization of hydrogen gas in electric arc furnaces
for achieving cleaner and more sustainable steel production. The application of hydrogen offers
a promising path for reducing carbon emissions, enhancing energy efficiency, and advancing the
concept of “green steel”. This study employs a 2D axisymmetric induction-based model to simulate
an electric arc under atmospheric pressure conditions. We conducted numerical simulations to
compare compressible and incompressible models of an electric arc. The impact of compressibility on
hydrogen arc characteristics such as arc velocity, temperature distribution, and voltage drop were
investigated. Additionally, different applied current arcs were simulated using the compressible
model. When compared to an incompressible arc, the compressible arc exhibits a higher voltage
drop. This higher voltage drop is associated with lower temperatures and lower arc velocity. A rise
in applied current results in an upward trend in the voltage drop and an increase in the arc radius. In
addition, the increased applied current increases the probability of voltage fluctuations. The voltage
fluctuations tend to become more extreme and exert more stress on the control circuit. This has
an impact on emerging electric arc technologies, particularly those involving the use of hydrogen.
These fluctuations affect arc stability, heat output, and the overall quality of processes. Thus, the
precise prediction of voltage and the ability to stabilize the operation is critical for the successful
implementation of new hydrogen technologies.

Keywords: hydrogen; magnetohydrodynamics; electric arc; compressible; voltage fluctuation

1. Introduction

The first use of direct current (DC) electric arc furnaces (EAFs) dates back to 1878.
However, the predominant evolution and widespread industrial adoption primarily con-
centrated on alternating current (AC) furnaces due to better efficiency in transferring power
from large power stations [1], and the advancement in direct current EAFs followed by
almost a century. The capacity of EAFs increased from 100 tons in the 1930s to 400 tons in
the early 1970s [2]. Presently, EAFs are the primary method for producing steel from scrap
metal and direct reduced iron (DRI). In 2019, EAFs accounted for over 29% of total steel
production, and this percentage is projected to increase annually. It is anticipated that EAFs
will constitute 47% of total steel production by the year 2050 [3]. Additionally, EAFs are
used in smelting processes, which mainly use non-metallic feed materials, such as ilmenite
and chromite, and produce intermediary slags and pig iron before further treatments [1].
Of EAFs’ 57% market share, 8% is produced from DRI and hydrogen gas as plasma atmo-
sphere [3]. EAFs offer better efficiency and have a less detrimental environmental impact
compared to traditional furnaces operating on fossil fuels. EAFs provide the advantage
of adaptable production rates while maintaining cost-effectiveness, unlike conventional
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furnaces, which necessitate consistently high feed rates for economically viable steel pro-
duction. Furthermore, advancements in mining technology and the long-term reduction
in natural gas prices have led to decreased production expenses for DRI. The increased
availability of cost-effective DRI and the capacity to produce steel exclusively from scrap
metals ensure further expansion for EAFs [4].

Another driver for the sustained adoption and growth of EAF technology is the
reduction in carbon emissions associated with steel production. An average EAF emits 77%
less CO2 than a similarly sized blast furnace [5]. By using electricity instead of conventional
fuels for raw material melting and sourcing power from renewable energy, substantial
reductions in carbon emissions can be achieved. Numerous emerging technologies, such
as green hydrogen methods that substitute hydrogen for carbon in steel production, aim
to achieve a zero-carbon footprint in steel manufacturing. In addition to using an EAF,
replacing coal, coke, and gas with hydrogen inside an EAF can reduce CO2 emissions by
89–99% compared to the current blast furnace or basic oxygen furnace [5]. Green hydrogen
is produced through a process called electrolysis, which involves splitting water (H2O) into
hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2) using electricity from renewable sources [6]. In an EAF,
hydrogen acts as a reducing agent, similar to carbon in traditional steelmaking but without
the carbon emissions associated with lime and fossil fuels. The utilization of hydrogen in
EAFs is a relatively new area of research and development within the steel industry, and it
involves complex dynamics that require further investigation of the behavior of hydrogen
in the arc region and the dynamics of hydrogen gas as plasma.

Fundamentally, electric arcs occur when an electrical breakdown occurs in a low-
conducting medium such as hydrogen between two conducting plates. Some causes of
arcing are (1) critical electrical potential applied between two conductors, (2) the separation
of two electrical conductors conducting current, or (3) excessive current flowing through
an electrical contact. All the aforementioned scenarios can be observed in an EAF at
different time stages of the operation. During arcing, a cathode releases electrons at specific
locations called cathode spots, where current enters from the plasma bulk. At high-pressure
atmospheres (atmospheric pressure), the current is concentrated in a single cumulative
cathode spot. The cathode spot tends to be relatively small, with a high and constant
current density in the range of 107 A/m2 [7,8]. This electrical breakdown is accompanied
by a high thermal energy discharge that plays a critical role in the smelting and refining of
steel and other metals. The electric arc appears at a high temperature, above 10,000 K, and
a velocity in the range of km/s [9]. Due to the extremely hostile conditions of electric arc
furnaces, experimental measurements are difficult to achieve and are rarely performed in
the vicinity of the arc [7,10].

Ushio et al. [11] conducted one of the initial studies aimed at understanding the
electric arc. This investigation considered turbulent Navier–Stokes equations, the energy
equation, and the Maxwell equations associated with the arc. Certain assumptions were
made regarding the current distribution. Szekely et al. [12] employed a similar model and
were the first to predict the different heat transfer mechanisms from the arc to the metal
bath by integrating the arc with various metal bath regions. Ramirez [13] formulated a
mathematical model for a direct current EAF arc and liquid metal bath. Employing the
potential approach to address the electromagnetic field, the model demonstrated better
agreement using the electric potential method in comparison to the magnetic approach,
particularly when compared with argon arc welding data. The investigation covered
various aspects of the arc, such as cathode current density, arc jet velocity, the impact of
compressibility, and interactions with the metal bath. The study validated the separation
of the arc and metal bath since the metal bath temperature did not exert influence on the
arc. Notably, the research identified the initial arc gap and total applied current as the most
crucial parameters influencing the arc’s performance. Alexis et al. [14] developed a DC arc
model to predict the heat transfer from the arc to the metal bath and the shear stresses on
the liquid metal bath. The study concluded that radiation and convection dominate the
heat transfer from the arc to the steel bath, and the radiation becomes more significant as
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the arc length increases. Wang et al. [15] developed a similar model and confirmed that
radiation and convection are the main modes of heat transfer from the arc to the metal bath.
Ramírez [16] conducted a study examining the impact of various gases in an arc atmosphere.
The study covered the following gases: atmospheric air, nitrogen, oxygen, argon, carbon
dioxide, and carbon monoxide. Among the gases studied, air proved to be the most effective
in heating the liquid bath. Furthermore, the presence of carbon oxides was identified as a
factor that enhances heating efficiency. Reynolds et al. [17–19] studied through numerical
models the dynamics of DC arc plasma in both 2D and 3D computational environments.
These models captured the characteristics of single-phase arcs and also considered the
influence of the arc on the underlying slag layer. Although the model effectively anticipated
a shift between stable and fluctuating arc behavior, it relied on the assumption of constant
arc properties with temperature. Despite this constraint, the simulation of multiphase arc
impingement exhibited reasonably consistent results with experimental measurements.
The voltage drop in the simulation was significantly lower than the semi-empirical value,
but no clear explanation for this difference was provided [19]. Trelles [20] explored the
characteristics of a DC arc plasma torch by employing two temperature models in a
3D framework. The investigation considered the compressibility effect but omitted the
influence of turbulence. Various aspects of the arc were captured in the study, such as shear
flow instabilities and coherent flow structures. In a separate examination, Guo et al. [21]
focused on the behavior of a non-transferred argon–hydrogen DC arc within a plasma torch.
The results indicated a decrease in voltage with increasing current, while an increase in
flow rate led to higher voltage. Notably, the study assumed an incompressible flow, despite
predicting a high velocity of 1600 m/s at the jet’s core. Murphy et al. [22] determined
that compressibility’s impact becomes noteworthy in high-velocity and turbulent plasmas,
especially as the velocity approaches sonic speeds. Ernst et al. [23] studied the stability of
hydrogen arcs as a function of electrode shape and graphite quality. The study concluded
that a flat-end electrode tip and coating lead to an unstable arc, while a machined step arc
tip leads to better arc stability. Recently, the effect of compressibility on electric arcs was
studied [24]. The study considered the arc atmosphere to be atmospheric air and extensively
analyzed compressibility’s impact on arc physical and electrical behavior. Compressible
arc simulations show a reduction in flow speed and temperature distribution inside the arc,
with changes in gas density compared to incompressible arcs. Additionally, compressible
arc simulations predict higher voltage drops from incompressible simulations within the
arc. The study of hydrogen arcs has been limited to relatively low currents such as welding
and torch plasma. Murphy et al. [25] studied the effect of different shielding gases on
arc welding, including hydrogen. They predicted a peak velocity of 4.3 km/s and a peak
temperature of 27,000 K for a hydrogen arc of 150 A arc. Yao et al. [26] developed a
2D axisymmetric model of a 12 t EAF. The model assessed the interaction between the
arc plasma and liquid metal surface, finding a stable cavity over time. Arc shear force
proved crucial, impacting flow and temperature distribution significantly, though a slag
layer was not modeled. Recently, Cui et al. [27] studied the interaction between a plasma
arc and molten slag inside an EAF for a 24 kA arc. The slag depression due to the arc
impingement is mainly dependent on arc length and slag viscosity. The use of hydrogen as
an atmosphere for electric arcs remains a field that requires further exploration. In 2021, the
European Parliament Committee on Industry, Research and Energy (ITRE) set a goal of zero
carbon emissions by 2050 and climate neutrality [28]. The committee explicitly indicated
the importance of utilization and further development of EAFs instead of blast oxygen
furnaces. Additionally, the use of hydrogen instead of carbon in steel reduction to reach a
market-ready technology is one of the expected routes to achieve free-carbon metallurgy.

The current study aims to address this gap by simulating and predicting the behavior
of pilot-scale electric arcs within a pure hydrogen environment. The particular emphasis is
on investigating the impact of compressibility and applied current on the flow characteris-
tics and voltage drop of the hydrogen arc. The model uses a transient 2D axisymmetric
domain to solve for flow, thermal, and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) fields. Firstly, the
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study compares the field structures of incompressible and compressible hydrogen arcs.
Secondly, we assess the effect of different applied currents on arc dynamics. Specifically,
we examine changes in velocity, temperature, and voltage drop. This study offers valuable
insights into the intricate nature of high-current-density hydrogen electric arcs, which can
help engineers optimize the operating conditions of the process.

2. Methodology

In this study, the physical model entails a 2D axisymmetric cylinder. The model
resembles the micro-environment of the arc. The cylinder is filled with pure hydrogen.
Figure 1 schematically shows the configuration of the model. The distance between the
two electrodes, also known as the arc gap, equals 0.25 cm. The radius of the cylinder is
0.3 m. Both electrodes, the cathode and anode, are in direct contact with the base sides of
the cylinder. The anode is in full contact with the bottom of the cylinder at 0.25 m. The
cathode, positioned on the top, has a radius of 0.08 m. The current flowing through the arc
is 5 kA for the base case. In Figure 1, an approximation of the bell-shaped arc structure is
shown. The arc’s lateral boundaries are typically determined by temperatures. The current
propagates when the temperature exceeds 10,000 K, at which point electrical conductivity
is sufficient to maintain current flow. A total number of 280,000 structured hexahedral
mesh is generated within our computational domain.
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Figure 1. 2D axisymmetric geometry of arc domain: the red part resembles the approximate arc shape.

In the context of this particular scenario, several key characteristics define the nature
of the arc. Firstly, the arc exhibits asymmetry, implying a symmetry around its axis. The gas
comprising the arc consists exclusively of hydrogen, establishing a specific composition for
the system without any contaminants. Additionally, the arc operates under the condition of
local thermal equilibrium (LTE), signifying that the temperatures of the electrons and heavy
particles within the arc are closely aligned. Furthermore, the physical properties of the
gas are exclusively reliant on temperature, highlighting the significance of this parameter
in influencing the overall behavior of the system. However, in the compressible model,
the density is a function of the state equation and not only temperature. The cathode and
anode surfaces are assumed to be flat; deformation and erosion are neglected for the time
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being as an effect of the arc. Lastly, it is noteworthy that there is no absorption occurring
within the arc.

3. Governing Equations

The flow inside the 2D axisymmetric cylinder is treated as a single-phase flow. The
model is based on the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) assumption. LTE implies that
the hydrogen plasma properties are solely dependent on temperature. As a result of
the LTE condition, the model can be simulated as a single-phase compressible plasma in
the continuum regime. Continuity, flow, energy, and the induction equations are solved
in cylindrical coordinates. Turbulence is modeled using the SAS-SST model [29]. The
simulations were performed using ANSYS Fluent software. The electromagnetic equations
and the Lorentz force were implemented using user-defined functions (UDF). The coupled
algorithm was used to solve the pressure–velocity coupling. All the governing equations
are as follows:

Continuity Equation:
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The additional term Fz = JzBθ ; Fr = −JzBθ represents the Lorentz force, the main
driver in the momentum equation inside the arc.
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Radloss is the radiation loss based on the experimental measurements at atmospheric
pressure [30] Figure 2.

Induction Equation:
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To assess the impact of compressibility on arc dynamics, we initially conducted two
separate simulations. In the first simulation, a temperature-dependent density model for
hydrogen (incompressible) was used. The density was purely dependent on temperature
and independent of pressure. In the second simulation, the plasma was treated as an ideal
gas. The state equation calculates the density for the compressible model (Equation (2)),
which is influenced by temperature and pressure. Figure 2 shows the experimental mea-
surements of the thermophysical and electrical properties of hydrogen up to 30,000 K. The
experimental measurement density as a function of temperature is used for the incom-
pressible model. All other thermophysical and electrical parameters present in Figure 2 are
calculated identically in both cases. As a result, we can assess the effect of compressibility
without being influenced by other factors inside the arc.
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Figure 2. Experimental measurements of thermophysical properties of hydrogen as functions
of temperature.

4. Boundary Conditions and Validation

The temperature of the cathode spot is set to be constant and equal to 4000 K. The
top side and bottom are considered to be thermally adiabatic. A high temperature of the
cathode spot is required to sustain a high current density [31,32]. The current density at
the cathode spot is assumed to be constant and equal to 4.4 × 107 A/m2 [7] for a total
current of 5 kA. This gives a cathode spot size of 0.0061 m, as shown in Figure 1. Table 1
summarizes the boundary condition of the domain. The position of the cathode spot is set
to be fixed in the center of the cathode electrode. No external magnetic field is present to
interact with the applied current in this study.
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Table 1. Boundary conditions of flow, thermal, and magnetic fields.

Boundary Flow Temperature Magnetic Field

Electrode ur = uz = 0 T = 4000 K ∂Bθ
∂z = 0

Top air ∂ur
∂z = 0, uz = 0 ∂T

∂z = 0 Bθ =
I0µ0
2πr

Side air ur = uz = 0 ∂T
∂r = 0 Bθ =

I0µ0
2πr

Flat and static surface ur = uz = 0 ∂T
∂r = 0 ∂Bθ

∂z = 0

Axis of symmetry ∂uz
∂r = 0, ur = 0 ∂T

∂r = 0 Bθ = 0

The simulation involves studying the transient arc behavior with a relatively extended
physical time of 10 milliseconds for the arc to develop fully. To ensure an accurate represen-
tation of the arc’s complex dynamics, a very small time step of 10−7 s is employed. The
primary concern is maintaining stability and precision throughout the simulation, which is
addressed through the Courant number and CFL number. Both dimensionless numbers are
kept below 10. This ensures accurate predictions when solving for a coupled single-phase
model. Convergence criteria are also established, requiring absolute residuals to drop
below 10−3 for flow and 10−6 for the energy equation in each time step of the simulation.

The model was previously validated and compared to the previous literature [33–35],
and the time average results of temperature and magnetic field were calculated for the
incompressible model. The obtained results were compared with the steady-state results
predicted by Alexis et al. [14], Figure 3a,b. A good agreement was achieved between
the modeling results and the literature. It is essential to mention that Alexis et al. [14]
used the potential method, while our model utilized the induction method. Despite this
difference in the model, a good agreement was found between the steady-state results of
the Alexis et al. [14] model and the averaged results of our model in terms of temperature
and magnetic field distribution. Furthermore, the model was validated with experimental
results from Sommeria et al. [36]. Figure 3c and very good agreement was found between
the experimental results and the MHD model used in this study.
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5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Compressible and Incompressible Simulation

The baseline scenario assumes that the flow is incompressible. In other words, the
density is a function of temperature and is independent of pressure changes. This simu-
lation is compared with a compressible ideal gas simulation. Both simulations consider
an applied current of 5 kA. This enables us to assess the effect of compressibility on the
hydrogen arc without any additional variables.

Figure 4 shows the average velocity distribution for both models for 10 milliseconds
of physical time. Both models predict similar flow patterns; however, the incompress-
ible model predicts higher speed. The maximum speed predicted by the incompressible
model is 12,248 m/s, while the compressible model predicts a speed of 9900 m/s. The
compressibility reduces the maximum flow by 20% compared to the incompressible flow.
While the maximum velocity of the arc decreases in a compressible medium, the velocity
distribution becomes more uniform. In contrast, within the incompressible model, the
velocity distribution is less uniform, and the velocity decreases rapidly away from the
cathode region. Figure 5 shows the average temperature distribution inside the arc over
the same period. The white contour line represents the isothermal boundary at 10,000 K,
and it encloses the area where the majority of the electric current flows. The high electrical
conductivity in this region allows for the passage of sufficient current densities. The maxi-
mum temperature inside the incompressible model reaches 57,000 K, while the temperature
of the compressible model reaches 44,000 K. Despite the high temperature predicted by
the incompressible model, a more uniform distribution of temperature is observed in the
compressible model.
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Figure 6 compares the voltage drop between the incompressible and compressible
plasma models, with the voltage drop calculations based on Equation (7). While both
models exhibit similar voltage trends, the compressible plasma model predicts a higher
voltage drop. The dashed lines represent the average voltage drop values for both models
over 10 milliseconds. For the incompressible arc model, the average voltage drop is 364 V,
whereas it is 403 V for the compressible arc. This can be interpreted by knowing that the
compressible arc model leads to higher density distribution compared to the experimental
data. Both models compute the specific heat identically (Figure 3), while the density
is expected to be higher in the compressible model leading to higher enthalpy for the
compressible model compared with the incompressible model. Higher enthalpy for the
same applied current leads to lower temperature inside the compressible model. This is
observed in Figure 5. We know that electrical conductivity is proportional to temperature
(Figure 3). Thus, the voltage drop is expected to be high in compressible flow (Equation (7)).
Ramírez [13] investigated the effect of compressibility for a 40 kA and 25 cm arc gap.
The findings stressed the importance of the compressibility influence. However, due to
challenges with numerical convergences, further investigations were disregarded. The
study suggests that compressibility has the effect of reducing arc velocity, enhancing plasma
density, and diminishing the temperature distribution. A noteworthy distinction within the
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current study lies in the projection of a lower voltage for the compressible formulation. In
the work conducted by Reynolds [19], a discernible voltage difference was observed when
comparing incompressible simulations with semi-empirical data derived from experimental
measurements. Reynolds developed a computational model specifically to investigate the
interaction between the arc and slag in a DC furnace. Despite the incompressible model
successfully capturing the overall trends, Reynolds noted a significant discrepancy in
voltage predictions, with the model indicating much lower voltages compared to the
experimental data. Al Nasser et al. [24] conducted a study that investigated the behavior
and dynamics of a direct current electric arc within an industrial electric arc furnace.
The simulation employs a 2D axisymmetric geometry, where a substantial 40 kA current
traverses between two electrodes with a gap of 0.25 cm. The main findings of the study
included multiple effects of compressibility on the electrical properties of the arc. Notably,
compressibility induces a higher voltage drop across the arc compared to the incompressible
model. Furthermore, the inclusion of compressibility results in a significant reduction
in the jet velocity of the arc, approximately one-third lower than the prediction of the
incompressible model. The findings of the aforementioned study are in line with what
is found in this paper. However, it is important to mention that the arc atmosphere is
air in [24], while it is hydrogen in the current study. Additionally, the applied current is
40 kA [24], while for hydrogen it is 5 kA.
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Figure 6. Voltage drop comparison between incompressible and compressible models over
10 milliseconds.

Figure 7 depicts the average temperature variation as a function of radial distance from
the center of the domain. The temperatures were recorded at a depth of 0.025 cm beneath
the cathode spot. Inside the incompressible model, the temperature distribution exhibits
higher values at the core of the arc compared to the compressible model. However, it also
shows a steeper decrease, with the arc’s temperature dropping below 10,000 K at a radial
distance of 0.0092 m. Conversely, the compressible model predicts lower temperatures at
the core of the arc, but the region with temperatures above 10,000 K extends further. For the
compressible arc, the radius equals 0.0105 m. The lower temperature at the core of the arc,
coupled with the wider arc, helps to explain the higher voltage drop observed in Figure 6
for the compressible arc.
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5.2. Effect of Applied Current

The effect of applied current on the arc dynamics for compressible hydrogen plasma
is analyzed in this section. Herein, results considering different applied electric currents,
including 5, 6, and 7 kA, are presented. Figure 8 shows the average velocity distribution for
the arc for three different current values. With the increase in current from 5 to 6 kA, the
velocity increases from 9900 m/s to 11,000 m/s. However, the velocity increases slightly to
reach 11,280 m/s at 7 kA. The increase in applied current leads to an increase in velocity;
nevertheless, the increase is non-linear and the rate of increase tends to decrease with an
increase in the applied current.
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The comparison of average temperature distribution for compressible flow over
10 milliseconds is shown in Figure 9 for 5, 6, and 7 kA arcs. The maximum tempera-
ture of the arc is 44,000 K for 5 kA, while it is 48,000 K for 6 kA and decreases slightly to
43,000 K at 7 kA. Despite the increase in applied current, the maximum temperature of the
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arc core is almost in the same range. The temperature range is not affected significantly by
the increase in applied current.
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Further insights can be gathered by examining the arc radius. Figure 10 illustrates the
radial temperature distribution along the arc at a depth of 0.025 m beneath the cathode
spot. In the case of the 5 kA arc, the core temperature reaches 44,000 K, and the temperature
decreases rapidly, falling below 10,000 K at a radius of 0.0105 m. For the 6 kA arc, the core
temperature rises to 48 000 K and decreases at a slower rate, dropping below 10,000 K at
0.0125 m. In the case of the 7 kA arc, the core temperature reaches 43,000 K, but the region
with temperatures above 10,000 K extends to a radius of 0.0135 m. This confirms that the
increase in applied current does not increase the core temperature of the arc but leads to a
larger arc radius.
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Figure 11 illustrates the voltage drop as a function of time for the compressible model.
Although they exhibit different average voltage drop values, the structures of the arc
voltage drop closely resemble each other. A direct correlation between the arc radius and
voltage drop can be observed, indicating that the voltage drop increases with the radius of
the arc. However, the increase in applied current is not proportional to the voltage drop.
Specifically, the voltage drop for the 5 kA arc was 403 V, increasing to 417 V for the 6 kA arc
and 421 V for the 7 kA arc. The increase in voltage drop can also be related to the increase
in arc radius while having an almost constant core temperature inside the arc.

The behavior of the compressible arc with the increase in applied current exhibits
several significant trends. As the applied current increases, a concurrent increase is noted
in several parameters including voltage drop, arc radius, and the maximum velocity of
velocity inside the arc. However, the relationship is non-linear with the applied current
increase. The rate of change in these parameters tends to diminish, suggesting a saturation
or dimensioning point. This implies that the applied current initially leads to a notable
surge in the measured parameters. This non-linear trend introduces a layer of complexity
to the system response.
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Moreover, the temperature distribution within the arc appears to remain independent
of the applied current. Despite the increase in applied current, the thermal characteristics
of the system, as reflected in the temperature distribution, do not exhibit a similar trend.
This suggests that the temperature distribution is dependent on the current density rather
than the global applied current. In other words, for the suggested current density at the
cathode spot [7], the maximum temperature is expected to be similar, independent of the
applied current.

5.3. Analysis of Voltage Fluctuations

The voltage drop analysis shows two different types of extreme behavior. The first
and simpler type involves a sharp rise in voltage drop, particularly noticeable in 5 kA and
7 kA at around 8 milliseconds (Figure 11). The voltage exceeds 700 V for 5 kA and 800 V for
7 kA, leading to a proportional rise in power. This steep rise poses a risk of circuit damage
and, in extreme cases, circuit shutdown. The high rise in the voltage is caused by what
is known as arc wings. This phenomenon was noticed previously in experiments [9] and
through simulations [24,33]. The hydrodynamic wings are always accompanied by a high
rise in voltage drop as the arc area and volume are maximized.
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The second type of instability is related to the rate of the voltage drop change over
time. To analyze the voltage drop variation, we calculate the local average (L-avg) of
voltage drop and local standard deviation (LSTD) for each 0.5 millisecond. By determining
the voltage that exceeds the bounds of L-avg ± 2 LSTD, we define the occurrence of an
extreme event. Physically, these events indicate that the rate of voltage drop is faster than
what is expected by the control circuit, subsequently disrupting the circuit if occurring
very frequently.

Figure 12 illustrates plots for voltage, local average, and the L-avg ± 2 LSTD for each
applied current. Analyzing the 5 kA arc voltage drop shows a few random extreme events,
estimated at less than 30 events, occurring sporadically. However, for 6 kA, the frequency
of extreme events significantly increases, persisting throughout the simulation. At the
highest current of 7 kA, the amplitude of extreme events experiences a steep rise, with
voltages peaking at 870 V. Despite fewer frequent extreme events compared to 6 kA, the
duration and amplitude of these events increase. From the analysis of the voltage behavior,
the increase in applied current leads to an increase in extreme events and voltage variation.
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Voltage fluctuations exert a significant impact on electric arc new technologies including
the utilization of hydrogen. These fluctuations influence the arc stability, heat output, and the
overall quality of processes. The consequences of the absence of proper control of voltage
behavior entail inconsistent furnace performance, increased maintenance costs, and reduced
profitability. Consequently, the precise prediction of voltage and the ability to stabilize the
operation is critical for the successful implementation of new hydrogen technologies.

Our study indicates that as applied current increases, the probability of extreme events
is more frequent. Specifically, for higher currents exceeding pilot scale electric arc furnaces
with current >10 kA, we anticipate an increase in both voltage peaks and frequency of
extreme events, thus emphasizing the importance of accurate prediction and control of
voltage drop in high-intensity current applications such as electric arc furnaces.

6. Conclusions

In this study, our model demonstrates the capability to simulate a hydrogen arc in
a pilot-scale EAF arc, specifically at ≥5 kA. Notably, the model evaluates the impact of
compressibility in hydrogen and applied current on both flow dynamics and voltage fluc-
tuation, all achieved without necessitating the imposition of experimental harsh conditions.
Validation of the model is conducted through comparison with experimental measure-
ments and widely recognized electric arc simulation benchmarks, ensuring its reliability
and accuracy in capturing the dynamics of the system.

The compressibility results in reduced velocity and lower temperatures while simul-
taneously amplifying the voltage drop. Furthermore, as the applied current increases,
considering a compressible hydrogen arc, we observe an upward trend in voltage drop,
expansion in the arc’s radius, and increase in maximum velocity inside the arc. However, it
is crucial to highlight that the relationship between voltage drop, arc radius, and velocity
with applied current is nonlinear. With increasing current, the increase in voltage drop, arc
radius, and velocity gradually diminishes. Additionally, the maximum temperature inside
the arc remains constant with an increase in applied current. This indicates that the temper-
ature distribution is dependent on the current density rather than the applied current.

The study introduced a model capable of simulating a high-current compressible
hydrogen arc. The study covered three different currents, 5, 6, and 7 kA, across a 25 cm arc
gap. The paper’s findings contribute substantially to our understanding and prediction of
hydrogen arc behavior. The obtained knowledge could play a pivotal role in advancing the
use of hydrogen and promoting the realization of green steel technology.

Subsequent steps in this research should involve experimental validation of the numer-
ical findings. Furthermore, the current ranges should be extended to cover industrial-scale
furnaces >40 kA, in addition to additional gas mixtures and impurity effects on the hydro-
gen arc performance.
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Nomenclature

u Velocity (m/s)
P Pressure (N/m2)
F Lorentz force per unit volume (N/m3)
S Source term per unit volume
µe f f Effective viscosity (N.s/m2)
K Thermal conductivity (W/m.K)
R Ideal gas constant (J/mol·K)
Mw Molecular weight of the gas (g/mol)
Pop Operating pressure(N/m2)
T Temperature (K)
cp Specific heat at constant pressure (J/kg.K)
J Current density (A/m2)
Radloss Experimental radiation loss (w/m3)
B Magnetic field (T)
cv Specific heat at constant volume (J/kg.K)
I0 Applied current (A)
dV Control volume (m3)
Greeks:
ρ Density (kg/m3)
σ Electrical conductivity (S/m)
µ0 Vacuum permeability (H/m)
γ Ratio of specific heats (cp/cv)
∆ϕ Voltage drop (V)
Subscripts:
z Axial coordinates
r Radial coordinates
θ Azimuthal coordinates
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